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Polymer Push-Pull Rod Sets
(with glow rods )

Quest Technology’s Polymer Push-Pull Rods and accessories are an extremely versatile tool 
that will become an indispensible addition to any tool box. 

They are ideal for installing electrical wiring and lighting since they are non-conductive so you 
can’t get shocked while working with or around  electrical wires.  They are also ideal for installing 
wall mount TV’s and home theater systems; network jacks at home or offi ce; and are perfect for 
marine wiring applications since they are non-corrosive. 

“Push-Pull” Rods (aka: fi sh rods) have been used by professional A/V, Cable/Satelitte TV, 
Networking installers and Electricians for years. However, until now they’ve just been too long, 
too awkward and too expensive for the home user. Professionals know that the easiest way to 
run wires in the ceiling, behind crown molding, baseboards, cabinetry, and under carpet is with a 
push-pull rod.

The Quest Push-Pull Rod Tool set is constructed of sturdy polymers. Unlike the longer length 
alternatives, this multi-rod set includes seven 14” Rods (8 ft. kit) or thirteen 14” Rods (15ft Kit) that 
screw together to the custom length required and comes with 5 attachments. The polymer con-
struction allows it to be fl exible when necessary, but rigid when required, and there are no metal 
components that can short elictrical wires.

It also comes in two versions: an All Glow-in the-Dark set that is ideal for attic wiring projects 
where it is hard to see, and the Single Glow Rod version which is ideal for wall installations, 
where you primarily need to only see the end of the rod.

Polymer Push-Pull Rod Set (includes 1 Glow Rod)
QPLMR-800-7       8ft Polymer Push-Pull Rod Set    
QPLMR-1500-13   15ft Polymer Push-Pull Rod Set   

Polymer Push-Pull Glow Rod Set (includes All Glow Rods)
QPLMR-800-7G       8ft Polymer Push-Pull Glow Rod Set    
QPLMR-1500-13G   15ft Polymer Push-Pull Glow Rod Set 


